OEM China High quality
Customized high gloss pvc edge banding for Jordan Factories
High gloss:
high gloss pvc edge banding
Materials: PVC, ABS, Veneer, melamine, etc.
Specifications: width 18mm~84mm
Thickness: 0.3mm~3mm
high gloss pvc edge banding PVC edge banding is the most widely used edging product in the furniture industry with
outstanding features of low cost, easy application, fantastic decoration, non-color variation after trimming and polishing, high
flexible effects ,superior durability and wear ability, stain and chemical resistance, etc.
We provides a wide range of surface finishes for customers selection, including Matt finish, Gloss finish, High gloss finish,
Embossed texture finish, etc

We provides a wide range of surface finishes for customers selection, including Matt finish, Gloss finish, High gloss finish,
Embossed texture finish, etc

Thickness
Width
Color

0.40mm to 3.0mm, customized sizes can be ordered
12mm to 630mm,customized sizes can be ordered
Unicolor, Two color, Wood grain Color. We can also develop your customized design
s and colors.
Surface Finis Matt, Glossy, High Glossy, High Glossy with metallic spangles, Smooth or Embossed F
h
inish
Features The product is made from highly selective PVC resin . We have more than one thous
and different
colors and wood grain designs available to help you achieve different styles and coor
dinate different
colors of your products. We are also capable of matching your required designs, colo
rs and quality
standards acco
rding the samples provided. The product is characterized by high wear resistance ,
strong bonding strength, and color remaining the same as surface after trimming, p
olishing or bending.

MOQ
Packing

Delivery Time
Payment
Usage
Supply Capac
ity

3000 meters per color or as per request of customers
100m/roll, 200m/roll, rolls in carton, or according to your requirements.
Customized design, logo, words can be done on cartons, labels or products.
10-20 days after receipt of 50% advance payment.
T/T, L/C
It is used for furniture, wooden doors, cabinets etc.
4 containers per day, on-time delivery is guaranteed.

Product link：http://www.rz-plastic.com/?p=165798
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